MONKEYING
AROUND
Nestled on the River Thames, across the border in Bray,
Berkshire, Monkey Island is a treasure trove of fascinating
stories. Rebecca Younger visited the new hotel and met
with the Surrey designer responsible for the estate’s gardens
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or over 800 years a
small sliver of land
on the River Thames,
just downriver of Bray
village, has been the haunt of
monarchs, aristocrats, artists and
writers. Monkey Island enjoys
a remarkable and intriguing
history and its exotic moniker is a
source of staunch debate.
Some believe the rumour
that the island got its name
after ‘insane’ King George III
was banished here with a pet
monkey (he wasn’t), while some
historians link the name to the
Church’s early ownership – in
1197, monks attached to Merton
Priory settled nearby, christening
the island Monks Eyot.
However, it wasn’t until 500

years later when, hastened by the
1666 Great Fire of London that
barges dumped rubble from the
capital’s reconstruction onto the
island raising it above sea level,
that it became a suitable site for
building.
Charles Spencer, the third
Duke of Marlborough, bought
the land in 1723 and created
an angling retreat featuring
a two-storey Fishing Temple
and octagonal Fishing Pavilion,
designed by Palladian architect
Robert Morris.
Both buildings remain today,
as does the 1738 singerie
depicting monkeys punting,
ﬁshing and hunting, which was
painted by Andie de Clermont
on the ceiling of the Pavilion’s

ground ﬂoor ‘Monkey Room’.
By 1840 the pavilion had
become a riverside inn and
welcomed monarchs (a 1905
photograph shows Edward V11
enjoying afternoon tea under
the walnut trees), musicians (Sir
Edward Elgar worked on his First
Symphony Violin Concerto in
The Hut, a house on the adjacent
bank) and famous writers
including poet Siegfried Sassoon,
H.G Wells and his lover Rebecca
West, whose 1918 novel The
Return of the Soldier centred on a
past affair on Monkey Island.
Fast forward to 2019 and the
island has recently re-opened as
a ﬁve-star, luxury hotel following
a multi-million-pound renovation
by YTL Hotels.
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While the island has been
pulled quite quickly into the
21st century, the renovation
has carefully and sensitively
maintained key aspects
of the island’s history; the
aforementioned singerie has
been painstakingly restored, as
has the elaborate Grade I listed
Wedgewood Suite – called so
thanks to its white corniced blue
ceiling thought to be originally
designed by Thomas Roberts of
Oxford.
There’s also a delightful array
of quirky nuances that pay
homage to the island’s past. The
spa is housed in a barge, aptly
named The Floating Spa, and its
signature treatment – Monk’s
Elixir – begins with a tasting

sensory ritual to select one of
the three ‘secret’ monk-brewed
ancient herbal (and alcoholic!)
tonics for sampling: Chartreuse,
D.O.M Benedictine or Frangelico.
Meanwhile, on arrival into the
Wedgewood Suite, we were
served the estate’s signature
gin cocktail (there’s a common
theme here!) alongside orange
and walnut brownies made from
a recipe dating back to the 18th
century.
And the island deﬁnitely
retains its original purpose of a
retreat – there is a distinct feeling
of calm as soon as you cross
the footbridge onto the island,
thanks in part to the tranquil
gardens designed by Dorkingbased Bradley Burgess, of Adding

Value Design, which was recently
awarded The Trademark of
the Surrey Hills. Bradley was
commissioned to reinvent the
island’s seven acres to create
a fresh, contemporary soft
landscaping design, which would
provide a dramatic, romantic and
sensory experience for visitors.
The brief required a garden
that would not only entice guests
throughout the seasons but that
looked stunning from every
angle – including from the River
Thames that surrounds it – and
the island itself provided some
unusual landscaping challenges.
“We had to wheelbarrow in 160
tons of new topsoil and compost
onto the Island by hand, over

the footbridge but because the
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footbridge has a strict weight limit,
we had to transport any large
construction equipment, diggers
and some of the trees we planted,
across by barge,” Bradley explains.
But the result is simply
stunning; the gardens infuse
traditional herbaceous, prairie
and architectural block planting
borders, creating a sense of place
and carving out picture-perfect
vistas.
“I wanted this amazing venue
to provide a sensory overload for
the highly discerning guests. We
have loved having the freedom
to create a dramatic wow factor
picture frame around the hotel’s
incredible, historic architecture,”
Bradley adds. “What has been
so wonderful is the positive
feedback we have received from
many of the hotel guests who are
enjoying seeing the garden evolve
each time they visit and to the
emotions the gardens evoke.”
The grounds have already
provided a backdrop to a number
of summer weddings and private
celebrations and visitors can
expect plenty more to come.
The next phases of the project
involve further development
of the kitchen garden, produce
from which is already used to
create dishes for The Pavilion
restaurant’s tantalizing menu (the
herb risotto is a must), alongside
meat and salmon smoked in the
estate’s smoke house and honey
made from bees living in the
grounds.
There’s plenty to enjoy in winter
time too with a ‘secret’ whisky
snug to retire to, as well as two
handcrafted shepherd’s huts,
complete with ﬁre pits, providing
a great spot to sit for a boozy hot
chocolate and a bit of star gazing
– the perfect end to a memorable
stay on the island. ◆

The Wedgewood
Suite

Bradley Burgess and his dog, Elliott

The Monkey Room
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The old Fishing Temple at Monkey Island
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Rebecca was a guest of Monkey Island
estate, where prices start from £275, per
room, per night in a Temple Room.
monkeyislandestate.co.uk
For further information about Bradley
Burgess and Adding Value Design visit:
addingvaluedesign.com

